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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this The Naked God Nights Dawn Trilogy Book 3 by online.
You might not require more time to spend to go to the ebook opening as competently as search for them. In some cases, you likewise
realize not discover the broadcast The Naked God Nights Dawn Trilogy Book 3 that you are looking for. It will unquestionably squander
the time.
However below, like you visit this web page, it will be as a result very simple to get as well as download guide The Naked God Nights
Dawn Trilogy Book 3
It will not take many get older as we run by before. You can pull oﬀ it though pretense something else at home and even in your
workplace. appropriately easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we meet the expense of under as skillfully as evaluation
The Naked God Nights Dawn Trilogy Book 3 what you in imitation of to read!

KEY=NIGHTS - HATFIELD QUENTIN
THE NAKED GOD
Pan Macmillan After the multi-layered, multi-dramatic events described in The Reality Dysfunction and The Neutronium Alchemist,
here is the climax. Joshua Calvert and Syrinx ﬂy their starships on a mission to ﬁnd the Sleeping God - which an alien race believes
holds the key to overthrowing the possessed.

THE NAKED GOD
Pan Macmillan The third book in the The Night's Dawn trilogy, The Naked God by Peter F. Hamilton is an epic conclusion to dramatic
and compelling series. The Confederation is verging on collapse, unable to prevent the enemy from sweeping through the galaxy. And
Earth’s defences have ﬁnally been penetrated, its giant domed cities destroyed one by one. As time runs out for civilization, those who
ﬁght on must join forces and form new alliances – but an enemy’s enemy isn’t always a friend. The war is desperate on all fronts, with
battles fought on a scale unseen by humankind for six centuries. There are rumours that an ancient space-faring race faced this same
threat to its existence – surviving with the help of the Sleeping God. If this mysterious and powerful entity truly exists, we may be able
to ﬁnd it. And if it really can avert the ultimate catastrophe, we may at last ﬁnd hope. Joshua Clavert and Syrinx now ﬂy their starships
on a mission to ﬁnd the Sleeping God – which an alien race believes holds the key to ﬁnally overthrowing the possessed.

THE NAKED GOD
Tor The Confederation is starting to collapse politically and economically, allowing the 'possessed' to inﬁltrate more worlds. Quinn
Dexter is loose on Earth, destroying the giant arcologies one at a time. As Louise Kavanagh tries to track him down, she manages to
acquire some strange and powerful allies whose goal doesn't quite match her own. The campaign to liberate Mortonridge from the
possessed degenerates into a horrendous land battle, the kind which hasn't been seen by humankind for six hundred years; then
some of the protagonists escape in a very unexpected direction.Joshua Calvert and Syrinx ﬂy their starships on a mission to ﬁnd the
Sleeping God - which an alien race believes holds the key to overthrowing the possessed.

THE REALITY DYSFUNCTION
Hachette UK The Reality Dysfunction is a modern classic of science ﬁction from Peter F. Hamilton, an extraordinary feat of storytelling
on a truly epic scale. "A space opera that is big, boisterous, and has something for everyone." —Science Fiction Weekly Space is not
the only void. . . In AD 2600 the human race is ﬁnally beginning to realize its full potential. Hundreds of colonized planets scattered
across the galaxy host a multitude of prosperous and wildly diverse cultures. Genetic engineering has pushed evolution far beyond
nature's boundaries, defeating disease and producing extraordinary spaceborn creatures. Huge ﬂeets of sentient trader starships
thrive on the wealth created by the industrialization of entire star systems. And throughout inhabited space the Confederation Navy
keeps the peace. A true golden age is within our grasp. But on a primitive colony planet, a renegade criminal's chance encounter with
an utterly alien entity unleashes the most primal of humanity’s fears. An extinct race which inhabited the galaxy aeons ago called it
"The Reality Dysfunction." It is the nightmare which has prowled beside us since the beginning of history. The Night’s Dawn Trilogy
The Reality Dysfunction The Neutronium Alchemist The Naked Go

THE NEUTRONIUM ALCHEMIST
Hachette UK The Neutronium Alchemist is the second novel in the Night's Dawn Trilogy from Peter F. Hamilton, an extraordinary feat
of storytelling on a truly epic scale. The ancient menace has ﬁnally escaped from Lalonde, shattering the Confederation's peaceful
existence. Those who succumbed to it have acquired godlike powers, but now follow a far from divine gospel as they advance
inexorably from world to world. On planets and asteroids, individuals battle for survival against the strange and brutal forces
unleashed upon the universe. Governments teeter on the brink of anarchy, the Confederation Navy is dangerously over-stretched, and
a dark messiah prepares to invoke his own version of the ﬁnal Night. In such desperate times the last thing the galaxy needs is a new
and terrifyingly powerful weapon. Yet Dr. Alkad Mzu is determined to retrieve the Alchemist — so she can complete her thirty-year-old
vendetta to slay a star. But Joshua Calvert is not alone in the chase to ﬁnd and stop her, and there are people on both sides who have
their own ideas about how to use the ultimate doomsday device. "A space opera that is big, boisterous, and has something for
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everyone." —Science Fiction Weekly The Night’s Dawn Trilogy The Reality Dysfunction The Neutronium Alchemist The Naked God

THE NAKED GOD: NIGHT'S DAWN TRILOGY 3
Tor UK After the multi-layered, multi-dramatic events described in The Reality Dysfunction and The Neutronium Alchemist, here at last
comes this awe-inspiring climax. The Confederation is starting to collapse politically and economically, allowing the 'possessed' to
inﬁltrate more worlds. Quinn Dexter is loose on Earth, destroying the giant arcologies one at a time. As Louise Kavanagh tries to track
him down, she manages to acquire some strange and powerful allies whose goal doesn't quite match her own. The campaign to
liberate Mortonridge from the possessed degenerates into a horrendous land battle, the kind which hasn't been seen by humankind
for six hundred years; then some of the protagonists escape in a very unexpected direction. Joshua Calvert and Syrinx ﬂy their
starships on a mission to ﬁnd the Sleeping God-which an alien race believes holds the key to overthrowing the possessed.

A SECOND CHANCE AT EDEN
Pan Macmillan Sonnie's Edge appears within this collection, featured as part of the Love, Death & Robots series on Netﬂix. This is a
brilliant collection of six short stories and a novella, set in the same universe as Peter F. Hamilton’s Night’s Dawn trilogy. The author
presents us with a compelling mix of human dilemmas, imagined technologies and extraordinary new cultures. Among others, this
collection includes Sonnie’s Edge – featuring contests to the death between constructed monsters. But one has a special advantage . .
. We also visit an abandoned alien spacecraft in Escape Route. However, is it really as empty as it seems? And in the title novella, A
Second Chance at Eden, a habitat creator is murdered. But nobody can identify the perpetrator – or the motive. This is a must-have
collection from a writer at the top of his game.

MISSPENT YOUTH
Pan Macmillan Set in the near-future, over three hundred years before Pandora’s Star and Judas Unchained, Peter F. Hamilton’s
Misspent Youth is a gripping introduction to the world of the Commonwealth Saga. Jeﬀ Baker is granted the gift of eternal youth.
However, it’s not all it seems . . . It is 2040 and, after decades of research, we can ﬁnally rejuvenate a human being. At seventy-eight
years old, Jeﬀ Baker – renowned inventor and philanthropist – has given the world much of his creative genius. He’s therefore selected
as ﬁrst choice for this gift. At ﬁrst, rejuvenation feels like a miracle, until the glow begins to fade. Personal relationships start to break
down and the world waits for more brilliant new work. Living the dream will come at a cost, but can Jeﬀ pay the price? ‘The owner of
the most powerful imagination in science ﬁction’ – Ken Follett ‘Hamilton handles massive ideas with enviable ease’ – Guardian

THE CONFEDERATION HANDBOOK
Pan Macmillan Peter F. Hamilton's Night's Dawn Trilogy has proved one of the bestselling science ﬁction series of the last decade, and
has placed British SF ﬁrmly back on the map. The Confederation Handbook by Peter F. Hamilton is an essential companion volume to
The Reality Dysfunction, The Neutronium Alchemist and The Naked God for all the countless readers past, present and future for
whom this massive trilogy has evolved into a deﬁning SF classic. It comprises general background information relating to all three
volumes, with comprehensive notes and glossaries on the major characters, planets, space stations, political hierarchies, weaponry,
spacecraft, invasions, and the many alien races with their diverse social economies, industries and technologies.

FALLEN DRAGON
Pan Macmillan Lawrence Newton always dreamed of adventure amongst the stars. Now the ultimate prize is within his grasp, but what
will he risk to get it? Lawrence is the sergeant of a washed-out platoon, taking part in the bungled invasion of yet another human
colony world. The giant corporations call such campaigns ‘asset realization’, but in practice it’s simple piracy. When he’s on the
ground, being shot at and ﬁrebombed by resistance forces, he recalls stories of the Temple of the Fallen Dragon. Its priests
supposedly guard a treasure hoard large enough to buy lifelong happiness. So Lawrence decides to mount a dangerous privateenterprise operation of his own. Fallen Dragon is a classic standalone novel by science ﬁction star Peter F. Hamilton. ‘The owner of the
most powerful imagination in science ﬁction’ – Ken Follett ‘Hamilton handles massive ideas with enviable ease’ – Guardian

THE NIGHT'S DAWN TRILOGY
ADAMISM, A SECOND CHANCE AT EDEN, CHARACTERS OF THE NIGHT'S DAWN TRILOGY, EDENISM, PLANETS
AND HABITATS OF THE NIGHT'S DAWN
University-Press.org Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free
sources online. Pages: 23. Chapters: Adamism, A Second Chance at Eden, Characters of the Night's Dawn trilogy, Edenism, Planets
and habitats of the Night's Dawn trilogy, Technology in the Night's Dawn trilogy, The Naked God, The Neutronium Alchemist, The
Reality Dysfunction. Excerpt: The Reality Dysfunction is a science ﬁction novel by Peter F. Hamilton and is the ﬁrst book in The Night's
Dawn Trilogy. It is followed by The Neutronium Alchemist and The Naked God. It was ﬁrst published in the United Kingdom by
Macmillan Publishers on 26 January 1996. The ﬁrst US edition, which was broken into two volumes, Emergence and Expansion (the UK
paperback is not), followed in July and August 1997 from Time Warner Books. The second US edition, published by Orbit Books in
October 2008, is published in a single volume. In some countries, the paperback editions were split into two (Germany), three (France)
or four volumes (Italy) per book. Usually the ﬁrst volume is a translation of "Emergence." Art by Jet GoodsonThe novel is set in the
26th and 27th centuries. The opening chapters cover a period of some thirty years, with the bulk of the story set in the years 2610
and 2611 AD. A timeline in the appendix briskly covers the future history of the human race, from the settling of the Moon and the
opening up of space to commercial exploitation to the founding of the Confederation. Essentially, humanity has split into two strands,
the Adamists and Edenists. The Edenists possess the aﬃnity gene, which allows telepathic communication between one another and
the construction and use of bio-technological (or 'bitek') constructs, including sentient, living starships (voidhawks) and enormous
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space habitats. The Edenists have a much greater standard of living than their Adamist counterparts. The Adamists are 'classic'
humans who employ mechanical and cybernetic...

A QUANTUM MURDER
Pan Macmillan Dr Edward Kitchener, a researcher into quantum cosmology, but no good to anybody now, lying dead with his lungs
spread out on either side of his open chest. The security system at Launde Abbey was premier-grade, yet a mercenary could still have
got through, and plenty of people anxious to stop Kitchener's work would pay the killer's fee.

GREAT NORTH ROAD
Pan Macmillan Great North Road is a standalone adventure from science ﬁction star Peter F. Hamilton, the author of The Night's Dawn
trilogy. In Newcastle, AD 2142, Detective Sidney Hurst attends a brutal murder scene. The victim is one of the wealthy North family’s
clones, but the most disturbing aspect is how he died. Twenty years ago, a North clone billionaire and his household were slaughtered
in the exact same manner, on the tropical planet of St Libra. So was Angela Tramelo wrongly convicted back then? She’d never
wavered under interrogation – claiming she alone survived an alien attack. With St Libran bio-fuel now powering Earth's economy,
investigating this alien threat becomes top priority. A vast expedition is mounted via the planet’s Newcastle gateway – including
Angela Tramelo, grudgingly released from prison. But the expedition is cut oﬀ, deep within St Libra's rainforests. Then the bloodshed
begins.

THE DREAMING VOID
Pan Macmillan Will they ﬁnd the utopian dream or a galactic nightmare? AD 3580 and the Commonwealth has spread its civilization
throughout the galaxy. Its citizens are privileged and protected by a powerful navy. And at the galaxy’s centre is the Void, a sealed
universe created by aliens billions of years ago. Yet the Void isn’t inert. It’s expanding – and now it wants to make contact. The Void
chooses Inigo as its conduit and he channels dreams of a simpler, better life within its bounds. His visions attract followers –
determined to seek this utopia. And they’ll cross the Void’s forbidden boundaries to reach it. However, this act could trigger it to grow
beyond all control . . . destroying everything in its path. The Dreaming Void is followed by The Temporal Void and The Evolutionary
Void in this stunning space opera trilogy by Peter F. Hamilton.

THE EVOLUTIONARY VOID
Pan Macmillan They could ﬁnd a bright future . . . or the end of everything Millions of Leaving Dream pilgrims have boarded ships, and
are speeding towards the Void at the centre of the galaxy. They are chasing their dream – and expect to ﬁnd paradise. Yet breaching
the Void will trigger its expansion, destroying everything in its path. Paula Myo is desperate to ﬁnd Void’s latest prophet – Second
Dreamer Araminta. As without her, the ships can’t enter the Void. But when Araminta ﬁnally chooses her path, it will change things in
ways no one could have imagined. And within the Void, Edeard realizes the price of peace may be too high. However, what will this
mean for the pilgrims – and the galaxy beyond? Following The Dreaming Void and The Temporary Void, The Evolutionary Void is an
epic space opera and the conclusion to Peter F. Hamilton's Void trilogy, set in the world of the Commonwealth Saga.

SALVATION LOST
Pan Macmillan Humanity rises to meet a powerful alien threat, in this extraordinary sequel to Peter F. Hamilton’s Salvation. This is a
high-octane adventure from 'the most powerful imagination in science ﬁction' (Ken Follett). Fight together - or die alone . . . In the
twenty-third century, humanity is enjoying a comparative utopia. Yet life on Earth is about to change, forever. Feriton Kane’s
investigative team has discovered the worst threat ever to face mankind – and we’ve almost no time to ﬁght back. The supposedly
benign Olyix plan to harvest humanity, in order to carry us to their god at the end of the universe. And as their agents conclude
schemes down on earth, vast warships converge above to gather this cargo. Some factions push for humanity to ﬂee, to live in hiding
amongst the stars – although only a chosen few would make it out in time. But others refuse to break before the storm. As disaster
looms, animosities must be set aside to focus on just one goal: wiping this enemy from the face of creation. Even if it means preparing
for a future this generation will never see. Salvation Lost is the second book in the Salvation Sequence by Peter F. Hamilton
'Everything readers of Salvation will have hoped for. A series emerging as a modern classic' - Stephen Baxter 'Brilliant and compelling.
A masterclass in tension and spectacle' - Gareth L. Powell

THE ABYSS BEYOND DREAMS
Pan Macmillan The ﬁrst volume in the Chronicles of the Fallers, The Abyss Beyond Dreams by Peter F. Hamilton is an exceptional novel
exploring the mystery at the heart of the Commonwealth Universe. To save their civilization, he must destroy it. When a so-called
prophet sees visions of a lost civilization, Nigel Sheldon is asked to investigate. Especially as these dreams seem to be coming from
the Void – a mysterious area of space with hugely destructive capabilities. Then Nigel crash-lands inside the Void, and ﬁnds so much
more than he expected. Bienvenido: a planet populated by survivors from long-vanished Commonwealth ships. For centuries their
decedents have been ﬁghting a desperate battle against the Fallers, space-born predators that have evolved to conquer worlds. And
Nigel soon realizes that the Fallers hold the key to the destruction of the Void itself. If he can survive long enough to ﬁnd it . . . 'Huge
cast, enormous canvas, big ideas – mega in every way' – Daily Mail Continue the adventure with the second in the duology, Night
Without Stars.

THE TEMPORAL VOID
Pan Macmillan The second book in Peter F. Hamilton's bestselling Void Trilogy
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IF AT FIRST . . . (SHORT STORY)
Del Rey Peter F. Hamilton has proven himself a modern master of epic space opera, carrying the tradition of far-future empire building
begun by Heinlein and Asimov into the new millennium. But Hamilton is also a master of the short story, and when he tackles one of
science ﬁction’s most enduring themes—time travel—the result is as provocative as it is entertaining. It starts in 2007 with a break-in.
The victim: Marcus Orthew, the ﬁnancial and technological genius behind Orthanics, the computer company whose radical products
have delivered a one-two punch to the industry, all but knocking PCs and Macs out of the ring. The perpetrator: a man obsessed with
Orthew. Just another simple case of celebrity stalking—or so everyone assumes at ﬁrst, including Metropolitan Police Chief Detective
David Lanson. But when Lanson interviews the suspect, he makes a startling claim: Orthew is from the future. Or, rather, a future—a
parallel timeline. Thus begins the ride of a lifetime for Lanson, as his pursuit of the facts tumbles him headlong down a rabbit
hole—and the hunter ﬁnds himself hunted.

THE NEUTRONIUM ALCHEMIST
CONSOLIDATION & CONFLICT
A SECOND CHANCE AT EDEN
Hachette UK Acclaimed bestseller Peter Hamilton has taken the science ﬁction world by storm with his stunning, grand-scale epic: The
Reality Dysfunction, The Neutronium Alchemist, and The Naked God. Now, with a collection of richly detailed original stories and short
novels never before published in the U.S., Peter Hamilton spans more than ﬁve centuries in the future history of bitek, aﬃnity genes,
Edenists, Adamists, xenocs, the Saldanas, and the starship Lady Macbeth. This outstanding anthology includes "Escape Route"-chosen
for Gardner Dozois's prestigious collection The Year's Best Science Fiction.

THE SAINTS OF SALVATION
Pan Macmillan Humanity rises to meet a powerful alien threat, in this extraordinary conclusion to Peter F. Hamilton’s Salvation
Sequence. This is a high-octane adventure from 'the most powerful imagination in science ﬁction' (Ken Follett). Live in hiding – or die
for freedom Humanity welcomed the Olyix and their utopian technology. But mankind was tricked. Now these visitors are extracting a
terrible price. For two years, the Olyix have laid siege to Earth, harvesting its people for their god. One by one, cities are falling to
their devastating weaponry. And while millions have ﬂed to seek refuge in space, others continue to ﬁght an apparently unwinnable
war. As Earth's defeat draws near, a team attempts to inﬁltrate the Salvation of Life – the Olyix’s arkship. If it succeeds, those chosen
will travel to a hidden enclave thousands of light years away. Once there, they must signal its location to future generations, to bring
the battle to the enemy. Maybe allies scattered throughout space and time can join forces. Yet in the far future, humanity are still
hunted by their ancient adversary. And as forces battle on in the cold reaches of space, hope seems distant indeed . . . The Saints of
Salvation is the third and ﬁnal book in the Salvation Sequence by Peter F. Hamilton. 'A vast, intricate sci-ﬁ showstopper' – Guardian on
Salvation 'Exciting, wildly imaginative and quite possibly Hamilton's best book to date' – SFX Magazine on Salvation, 5 stars

THE NIGHT'S DAWN TRILOGY
iPublish.com The Reality Dysfunction and The Neutronium Alchemist chronicled an epic, far-future struggle set in a universe of thrilling
complexity. Multiple worlds, alien races, two types of future humanity, and uncountable forms of fascinating future technology make
up the universe created by Peter F. Hamilton. The "reality dysfunction" is a break in the fabric of reality that allows the dead to return
to our world, where they possess living bodies. Gradually, it becomes horrifyingly clear that all of humanity is at risk of being taken
over by the minds of those long dead. More and more of the dead are stealing the bodies of those still living, grouping together into
powerful consortiums led by leaders from history. Opposing this development is an increasingly desperate Confederation Navy. Joshua
Calvert is assigned to chase after Alkad Mzu, who is trying to recover the "doomsday weapon" that might possibly blast the dead back
into oblivion. Mzu is hunted not only by Joshua, but also by various intelligence agencies and the possessed themselves, all of whom
are desperate to lay hands on the weapon. In The Naked God, the Confederation starts to collapse economically and politically as
more star systems fall to the possessed. On Earth, Quinn Dexter plots to bring about the Final Night for the human race. Opposing him
is Louise Kavanagh, who unknowingly teams up with the universe's most powerful and secretive policeman. In the midst of all this
chaos, Joshua Calvert and Syrinx take their ships in search of an alien god which may hold the solution to the current crisis.
Unfortunately, it was lost in space ten thousand years ago on the other side of the Orion Nebula, and the Tyrathca, the only oneswho
might know where it is, aren't telling.

FALLEN DRAGON
Hachette UK From science ﬁction master Peter F. Hamilton comes a standalone novel that is “a fascinating, compulsively readable
clash of hardware and ideals”, political intrigue, and space opera at its best (Kirkus Reviews (starred review)). In the distant future,
corporations have become sustainable communities with their own militaries, and corporate goals have essentially replaced political
ideology. On a youthful, rebellious impulse, Lawrence joined the military of a corporation that he now recognizes to be ruthless and
exploitative. His only hope for escape is to earn enough money to buy his place in a better corporation. When his platoon is sent to a
distant colony to quell a local resistance eﬀort, it seems like a stroke of amazing fortune, and Lawrence plans to rob the colony of their
fabled gemstone, the Fallen Dragon, to get the money he needs. However, he soon discovers that the Fallen Dragon is not a gemstone
at all, but an alien life form that the local colonists have been protecting since it crashed in their area. Now, Lawrence must decide if
he will steal the alien to exploit the use of its inherent biotechnical processes — which far exceed anything humans are capable of —
or if he will help the Resistance get the alien home. "One of Hamilton's best...undeniably a page-turner." --- Publishers Weekly (starred
review) For more from Peter F. Hamilton, check out: The Night’s Dawn Trilogy The Reality Dysfunction The Neutronium Alchemist The
Naked God
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THE VOID TRILOGY 3-BOOK BUNDLE
THE DREAMING VOID, THE TEMPORAL VOID, THE EVOLUTIONARY VOID
Del Rey Peter F. Hamilton’s extraordinary far-future epics recall the golden age of science ﬁction, as practiced by Isaac Asimov and
Robert Heinlein. Nowhere is that legacy more in evidence than in The Void Trilogy. Taking place twelve hundred years after the events
of Hamilton’s Commonwealth novels, The Dreaming Void, The Temporal Void, and The Evolutionary Void are Hamilton at his most
ambitious and daringly imaginative—and now all three are together for the ﬁrst time in this addictive eBook bundle. Contains an
exhilarating preview of Peter F. Hamilton’s highly anticipated novel, The Abyss Beyond Dreams, set in the same universe as The Void
Trilogy. THE DREAMING VOID THE TEMPORAL VOID THE EVOLUTIONARY VOID The year is 3589. At the very heart of the galaxy is the
Void, a self-contained microuniverse that cannot be stopped as it expands in all directions, consuming everything in its path. Even the
oldest and most technologically advanced of the galaxy’s sentient races, the Raiel, do not know its origin or its purpose. Then Inigo, an
astrophysicist, begins having vivid dreams. Inside the Void, Inigo sees paradise. Thanks to the gaiaﬁeld, a neural entanglement wired
into most humans, those dreams are shared by hundreds of millions—and a religion, the Living Dream, is born, with Inigo as its
prophet. But then he vanishes. A new wave of dreams broadcast by an unknown Second Dreamer serves as the impetus for a massive
Pilgrimage into the Void, which could trigger an accelerated devourment phase that will swallow up thousands of worlds. Thus begins
a desperate race to ﬁnd Inigo and avert catastrophe. Praise for The Void Trilogy The Dreaming Void “Peter F. Hamilton is the owner of
the most powerful imagination in science ﬁction, author of immense, complex far-future sagas. The Dreaming Void is his best
yet.”—Ken Follett “A real spellbinder from a master storyteller . . . dozens of scenarios, a surprisingly well-delineated cast of
thousands, plotting enough to delight the most Machiavellian of readers.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Amazing storytelling . . .
Hamilton is the clear heir to Heinlein in my view.”—Marc Andreessen, founder, Netscape The Temporal Void “Fusing elements of hard
SF with adventure fantasy tropes, Hamilton has singlehandedly raised the bar for grand-scale speculative storytelling.”—Publishers
Weekly “A great, sprawling, ripping yarn reminiscent of Golden Age Science Fiction.”—SF Crowsnest “A gripping story, with the fates
of two universes at stake.”—SF Site The Evolutionary Void “Satisfying and powerful . . . Space Opera doesn’t get much more epic than
Peter F. Hamilton, something proven in spades in The Evolutionary Void.”—SFFWorld “Spiced with plenty of action and intrigue.”—San
Jose Mercury News “The author’s mastery of the art of the ‘big story’ earns him a place among the leading authors of dynastic
SF.”—Library Journal

THE NAKED GOD
FAITH
Aspect The Confederation collapses, satanist Quinn Dexter unleashes a powerful force of evil to bring about the apocalypse, and
Joshua Calvert and Syrinx search for an alien god who may hold the key to stopping Dexter.

SALVATION
Pan Macmillan Salvation is the ﬁrst title in a stunning science ﬁction trilogy, the Salvation Sequence, by Peter F. Hamilton. Know your
enemy – or be defeated. AD 2204 An alien shipwreck is discovered on a planet at the very limits of human expansion – so Security
Director Feriton Kayne selects a team to investigate. The ship’s sinister cargo not only raises bewildering questions, but could also
foreshadow humanity’s extinction. It will be up to the team to bring back answers, and the consequences of this voyage will change
everything. Back on Earth, we can now make deserts bloom and extend lifespans indeﬁnitely, so humanity seems invulnerable. We
therefore welcomed the Olyix to Earth when they contacted us. They needed fuel for their pilgrimage across the galaxy – and in
exchange they helped us advance our technology. But were the Olyix a blessing or a curse? THE FAR FUTURE Many lightyears from
Earth, Dellian and his clan of genetically engineered soldiers are raised with one goal. They must confront and destroy their ancient
adversary. The enemy caused mankind to ﬂee across the galaxy and they hunt us still. If they aren’t stopped, we will be wiped out –
and we’re running out of time.

BLOOD MERIDIAN
OR THE EVENING REDNESS IN THE WEST
Vintage 25th ANNIVERSARY EDITION • An epic novel of the violence and depravity that attended America's westward expansion, Blood
Meridian brilliantly subverts the conventions of the Western novel and the mythology of the Wild West—from the bestselling, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of The Road Based on historical events that took place on the Texas-Mexico border in the 1850s, it traces the
fortunes of the Kid, a fourteen-year-old Tennesseean who stumbles into the nightmarish world where Indians are being murdered and
the market for their scalps is thriving.

SALVATION
Del Rey Books Humanity's complex relationship with technology spirals out of control in this ﬁrst book of an all-new series from "the
owner of the most powerful imagination in science ﬁction" (Ken Follett). "How far 'space opera' has come! The Old Masters of sci-ﬁ
would admire the scope and sweep of Salvation."--The Wall Street Journal In the year 2204, humanity is expanding into the wider
galaxy in leaps and bounds. Cutting-edge technology of linked jump gates has rendered most forms of transportation--including
starships--virtually obsolete. Every place on Earth, every distant planet humankind has settled, is now merely a step away from any
other. All seems wonderful--until a crashed alien spaceship of unknown origin is found on a newly located world eighty-nine light-years
from Earth, carrying a cargo as strange as it is horrifying. To assess the potential of the threat, a high-powered team is dispatched to
investigate. But one of them may not be all they seem. . . . Bursting with tension and big ideas, Peter F. Hamilton's Salvation is the
ﬁrst book of an all-new series that highlights the inventiveness of an author at the top of his game. Praise for Salvation "[A] vast,
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intricate sci-ﬁ showstopper . . . The journey grips just as hard as the reveal."--Daily Mail (U.K.) "Exciting, wildly imaginative and quite
possibly Hamilton's best book to date."--SFX "Dynamic, multifaceted characters, strong mind-expanding concepts, and impressive ﬂair
for language [make Salvation a] rare celestial event. . . . One of Britain's bestselling sci-ﬁ authors has launched an addictive new book
as the initial stage of what is sure to be an intriguing new series called the Salvation Sequence."--SyFyWire "Peter Hamilton just keeps
getting better and better with each book, more assured and more craftsmanly adroit, and more inventive. [Salvation is] a bravura
performance from start to ﬁnish. . . . Hamilton is juggling chainsaws while simultaneously doing needlepoint over a shark tank. It's a
virtuoso treat, and I for one can hardly wait for Salvation Lost."--Paul Di Filippo, Locus "Peter F. Hamilton is known as one of the
world's greatest sci-ﬁ writers for a reason. . . . Salvation is well worth the eﬀort and a great introduction to some good old-fashioned
space opera."--Fantasy Book Review

NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
Pan Macmillan Adapted by the Coen Brothers into an Academy Award winning ﬁlm, No Country For Old Men is a dark and suspenseful
novel from Cormac McCarthy, author of The Road. Llewelyn Moss, hunting antelope near the Rio Grande, stumbles upon a transaction
gone horribly wrong. Finding bullet-ridden bodies, several kilos of heroin, and a caseload of cash, he faces a choice – leave the scene
as he found it, or cut the money and run. Choosing the latter, he knows, will change everything. And so begins a terrifying chain of
events, in which each participant seems determined to answer the question that one asks another: how does a man decide in what
order to abandon his life? This edition is part of the Picador Collection, a new list of the best in contemporary literature published in
Picador's 50th Anniversary year. McCarthy's eagerly anticipated new novels, The Passenger and Stella Maris, will be published by
Picador in October 2022.

THE QUEEN OF DREAMS
Taggie and Jemima are summer holidaying on their dad's farm, when they see a white squirrel wearing glasses . . . and soon after
their father is captured and trapped in a faerie world that's fallen to Darkness. But why would anybody want to kidnap boring old Dad,
especially the dreaded King of Night? Could it be that their family isn't quite as ordinary as they believed?

THE REALITY DYSFUNCTION
Pan Macmillan The Reality Dysfunction by Peter F. Hamilton is the ﬁrst in a sweeping galactic series, The Night's Dawn trilogy, from
the master of space opera. In AD 2600, the human race is ﬁnally realizing its potential. The galaxy’s colonized planets host a
multitude of diverse cultures. Genetic engineering has defeated disease and produced extraordinary space-born creatures. Huge
ﬂeets of sentient trader starships thrive, living on the wealth created by industrializing entire star systems. And throughout inhabited
space, the Confederation Navy keeps the peace. Then something goes catastrophically wrong. On a primitive colony planet, a
renegade criminal encounters an utterly alien entity. And this unintended meeting triggers the release of those that should never see
the light, threatening everything we’ve become. An extinct race named this phenomenon 'the Reality Dysfunction'. It is a nightmare
that has haunted us since the dawn of time. The Reality Dysfunction is followed by The Neutronium Alchemist and The Naked God.

A NIGHT WITHOUT STARS
A NOVEL OF THE COMMONWEALTH
Del Rey Bestselling author Peter F. Hamilton returns to his acclaimed Commonwealth series in this thrilling follow-up to The Abyss
Beyond Dreams. Featuring Hamilton's trademark blend of intricate plotting, riveting suspense, high-concept science, and vivid
characters, A Night Without Stars brings the story to a fully satisfying ﬁnish. After centuries trapped inside the Void, the planet
Bienvenido--along with its inhabitants, both human and Faller--has been expelled into normal space. But the survivors are millions of
light-years from the Commonwealth, which knows nothing of their existence. As the two races plunge into mortal conﬂict for sole
possession of the planet, the humans seem destined to lose--despite the assistance of the mysterious Warrior Angel, who possesses
forbidden Commonwealth technology. With the Fallers' numbers growing, and their ability to mimic humans allowing them to inﬁltrate
all levels of society, it's only a matter of time before they surge to victory. Then, on a routine space ﬂight, Major Ry Evine
inadvertently frees a captive vessel that crash-lands on Bienvenido carrying the last, best hope for human survival: a baby. But a far
from ordinary one. The child not only ages at a remarkable rate but demonstrates knowledge and abilities far beyond those of
Bienvenido's humans. Hunted by Fallers and humans alike, she is a crucial link to humanity's lost past--and a glorious future already
almost out of reach. Praise for A Night Without Stars "Roars relentlessly along in utterly mesmerizing style, with edge-of-the-seat
plotting, thrilling action, and knife-edge tension that will leave readers gasping. An atomic blast of a yarn. Hamilton in peak form and
absolutely not to be missed."--Kirkus Reviews (starred review) "[An] interstellar adventure with espionage, old-style space exploration,
and the story of a fugitive who carries the hope of salvation."--Publishers Weekly "An action-packed page-turner . . . It's a joy to
witness such a master of science ﬁction at work."--SFFWorld Praise for Peter F. Hamilton's The Abyss Beyond Dreams "Incredibly
robust and exciting and rousing, sharing ﬂavors of Jack Vance, John Wright, China Mi�ville, Orson Scott Card, and A. E. van Vogt . . .
Hamilton's deployment of lots of grand super-science is utterly deft and convincing."--Locus "Engrossing . . . The characters, always
Hamilton's strength, remain as distinctive as ever."--Kirkus Reviews "Everything one wants in sf--great characters, mind bending stuﬀ,
adventure, politics, romance, revolution . . . just superb."--Fantasy Book Critic "The work of an author at the top of his game."-SFFWorld

HE WHO FIGHTS WITH MONSTERS
BOOK 2: A LITRPG ADVENTURE
Independently Published The path from retail middle management to interdimensional wizard adventurer wasn't easy, but Jason Asano
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is settling into his new life. Now, a contest draws young elites to the city of Greenstone, competing for a grand prize. Jason must
gather a band of companions if he is to stand a chance against the best the world has to oﬀer.While the young adventurers are caught
up in competition, the city leaders deal with revelations of betrayal as a vast and terrible enemy is revealed. Although Jason seems
uninvolved, he has unknowingly crossed the enemy's path before. Friends and foes made along the way will lead him to cross it again
as inevitable conﬂict looms.After cementing itself as one of the best-rated serial novels on Royal Road with an astonishing 13 million
views, the He Who Fights with Monsters Series is now available on Kindle. It's perfect for fans of Pirate Aba, Dakota Krout, and Luke
Chmilenko.

THE FORGE OF GOD
Hachette UK On July 26, Arthur Gordon learns that Europa, the sixth moon of Jupiter, has disappeared. Not hiding, not turned black,
but gone. On September 28th, Edward Shaw ﬁnds an error in the geological records of Death Valley. A cinder cone was left oﬀ the
map. Could it be new? Or, stranger yet, could it be artiﬁcial? The answer may be lying beside it-a dying Guest who brings devastating
news for Edward and for Planet Earth. As more unexplained phenomena spring up around the globe-a granite mountain appearing in
Australia, sounds emanating from the earth's core, ﬂashes of light among the asteroids-it becomes clear to some that the end is
approaching, and there is nothing we can do. Facing the destruction of all they know, some people turn to God, others to their
families, and a few turn to saviors promising escape from a planet being torn apart. Will they make it in time? And who gets left
behind to experience the last moments of beauty and chaos on earth?

THE STOLEN GIRL (THE VEIL AND THE CROWN, BOOK 1)
ePublishing Works! The Incredible True Story of Two Girls in the Seventeen-Hundreds Who Become the Powers Behind the Thrones of
the World's Greatest Empires The fulﬁllment of an outrageous prediction seals the fates of two cousins in this true story that begins on
a Caribbean sugar plantation and careens wildly towards the thrones of two empires. Innocent Aimée refuses to believe she might
ever have to face the intrigue and evil that lurks beneath the exotic beauty and opulence of the Ottoman Empire. Rose mistakenly
believes that her marriage to an aristocratic French lieutenant will insure her place in Parisian society. Both will be proven wrong. This
ﬁrst book in Zia Wesley’s The Veil and the Crown series tells the beginning of the extraordinary true story of Aimée Dubucq de Rivery
and her cousin, Rose Tascher de La Pagerie...both destined to be queens. Publisher's Note: This is an extraordinarily well-researched
novel that is true to the period. As such, there is explicit sexual and violent content that, while typical to the era, is most appropriate
for adult readers. The Veil and the Crown, in series order: The Stolen Girl The French Sultana “I lingered over and savored the vivid
descriptions and found it absorbing, historically interesting, well researched and constantly enticing. It was as if Zia took me by the
hand and we followed the heroine through all her adventures. Scheherazade, eat your heart out!” - Lorain Fox Davis, Grammy winner
and educator

THE NANO FLOWER
Pan Macmillan Following Mindstar Rising and A Quantum Murder, The Nano Flower is the ﬁnal book in Peter F. Hamilton's Greg Mandel
trilogy – a page-turning science-ﬁctional detective story. Julia Evans, billionaire owner of Event Horizon, is in trouble. For ﬁfteen years
she’s been the power behind England's economic renaissance, but this won’t help her now. Her husband is missing and rival
companies claim to have acquired an incredible new technology – something impossibly superior to what has come before. So she has
no time to notice a single ﬂower, delivered anonymously. But this ﬂower possesses genes millions of years in advance of any
terrestrial DNA. Is it a cryptic alien message, or a poignant farewell token from her husband? One man could discover its origins, but
Greg Mandel won’t be alone in this desperate search. And as Greg and Julia discover, being ﬁrst in the race won’t be enough – when
the Nano Flower starts to bloom . . .

SALVATION LOST
Salvation Sequence All the best in humanity rises to meet a powerful alien threat in the sequel to Salvation--part of an all-new trilogy
from "the owner of the most powerful imagination in science ﬁction" (Ken Follett). The comparative utopia of twenty-third-century
Earth is about to go dreadfully awry when a seemingly benign alien race is abruptly revealed to be one of the worst threats humanity
has ever faced. Driven by an intense religious extremism, the Olyix are determined to bring everyone to their version of God as they
see it. But they may have met their match in humanity, who are not about to go gently into that good night or spend the rest of their
days cowering in hiding. As human ingenuity and determination rise to the challenge, collective humanity has only one goal--to wipe
this apparently undefeatable enemy from the face of creation. Even if it means playing a ridiculously long game indeed. But in a
chaotic universe, it is hard to plan for every eventuality, and it is always darkest before the dawn.

JUDAS UNCHAINED
Pan Macmillan Judas Unchained concludes the Commonwealth Saga duology by Peter F. Hamilton – one of the world's bestselling
science ﬁction writers. Our worlds are under invasion – and only the impossible can save us now . . . For hundreds of years, the human
race has been manipulated into starting a war. And it's one that could destroy our entire civilization. Chief Investigator Paula Myo is
nominated to hunt the creature behind this ploy, while our invasion continues and multiple worlds fall to the enemy. In response,
Admiral Kime commands humanity's defense, marshaling war-ready super-weapons. Yet he discovers his adversaries wield equally
powerful armaments. The question is – where did these come from? Has the Commonwealth's top-secret defense project been
compromised, or is the truth even worse than we can imagine? The Commonwealth Saga starts with Pandora's Star. 'If Pandora’s Star
represented a return to form, Judas Unchained is even better' - Guardian

SIDNEY SHELDON’S ANGEL OF THE DARK
HarperCollins UK The master storyteller’s legacy continues. An elusive and shadowy killer is on the prowl, codenamed the Angel of
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